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Abstract

To explore the potential of packaging design 
structures in menswear“ ”
While packaging design and fashion design are two distinctively different fields, their methodol-
ogies are distinctively similar. To compare packaging and garment design is therefore to compare 
their development process and purpose in terms of structure, material, color and print, as well as 
aspects concerning production and marketing. Both fields aim to create designs that are func-
tional as well as aesthetically pleasing within their particular context; the fundamental contextual 
difference being that packaging is conceived for a product and garments conceived for a body.

Focusing on structure, both packaging and fashion design may use product templates to fa-
cilitate mass production. In fashion design these templates are called construction patterns; in 
packaging design templates are called packaging nets or development nets. Both construction 
patterns and packaging nets are 2-d structures that gain a three dimensional form according 
to a construction system, e.g. constructing a box from a flat element using folding techniques.

For this bachelor degree work the aim is to explore the potential of packaging design struc-
tures in menswear. The result is a lineup of outfits generated by the adoption of packaging nets 
as construction patterns for garments. Since the outfits are created using packaging design 
principles and methods, they challenge the contextual distinction both between garment and 
packaging, and between body and product. By considering garments as packaging for the 
body, the collection blurs the line between fashion design and packaging design. I believe that 
the intersection of these two branches of design allows us not only to discover new forms of 
expression and construction, but also to gain a new perspective on fashion design practice.

In addition to structural properties, by also considering the graphic aspect of packag-
ing design, this collection highlights the importance of product differentiation and 
thus serves as a starting point for future fashion experiments with product branding.
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To understand the relationship between packaging and fashion, one must first understand that 
packaging and fashion until recent years have developeed new roles beyond their basic func-
tions. Concerning packing design, Robert Opie makes an observation that not only states the 
basic function of packing but also implies why new packing roles have developed over the years 
as marketing has become more sophisticated: “The basic functions of the sealed package--to 
protect the product, to enhance its appearance and to facilitate its distribution--these were soon 
to be matched by others, more subtle perhaps, but no less far reaching in their consequences” 
(Opie 1991).

In Shelf Space: modern package design 1945-1965 (1998), Jerry Jankowski points to a transforma-
tional point in history to explain when and how it started:

Ever since the 1960’s there seems to have been a steady blurry borders that separate art from 
fashion. At a certain point fashion also became a medium of expressing concepts, that change 
began when Yves Saint Laurent presented a mondrian dress in his winter 1965 collection. Fash-
ion could adopt elements from art and it could be avant-gard as well. (Teunissen 2009:11) 

After the World War II, pent-up consumer demands and an increase in disposable income 
created an unimagined quantity and selection of things to purchase. Often proudly stated at 
the time was the belief that never before in the history of mankind were there so many con-
sumer goods for so many to enjoy. All this abundance was challenging for package designers. 
( Jankowski 1998:6)
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This project pays special attention to this transformational point in history because designers 
have since then developed products that rely on appearance to compete with other similar prod-
ucts in the market.

Giles Calver’s What Is Packaging Design (2007) discusses how packaging no longer is merely a 
passive, functional device, but an active sales tool. He argues that packaging draws inspiration 
from product branding and that the new role of packaging is an extension of the brand identity 
itself through endowing it with the brand’s values and identity. Hence, packaging has become an 
integral part of the product itself, whereas it used to be conceived as a separate after construct. 
This development links packaging to a brand’s conceptual identity: consumers purchase the 
identity associated with the brand whenever they buy a product.

In relation to fashion, clothing has also surpassed the basic needs of dressing the body. This hap-
pened not only due to the abundance of products and prominence of branding in value-creation, 
as with packaging. From the 1960s onward, fashion gained a new role as it began being perceived 
as art. This development resulted in a conceptual direction in fashion as designers became artist 
and garments perceived as artwork.

Packaging and fashion inherit a social quality beyond practical function. Consumers buy de-
signer garments that are proudly displayed on their bodies or in their wardrobes, as much as 
packages are proudly displayed next to decorative items on their shelves; for example: perfume 
bottles. Designers are thus prompted to communicate the values and roles of a brand in their 
products by creating a new, or relating to an existent, product identity. This is a common aspect 

Introduction to the field



This project considers all these elements--materials, shapes, and graphics--in the creation pro-
cess of a menswear collection. To achieve a product identity is the goal and success criteria for 
each garment in the creation process of the collection. The use of materials, shapes and graphics 
borrowed from packaging design methodology and applied in fashion come to be successful 
when the wearer’s identity becomes a function of the respective garments. Body is then con-
sidered as product as a result of being packaged. Identity is a relevant factor in contemporary 
society which allows us to be perceived as characterized individuals, from a product differentia-
tion perspective ( Joanne Finkelstein 2007:3-12). This will be discussed further in the concluding 
section of this project. First one must understand how to create a product identity through the 
use of packaging design methods in fashion, and, additionally, identify which design areas, ma-
terials, shapes, and graphics fall under the packaging design field.

According to Teoria do Design by Lage and Dias (2005), packaging design falls into two different 
design fields that are specialized in different design areas: Product/Industrial Design for struc-
tural packaging and Communication Design for surface graphics (Lage and Dias 2005:15-18). 

Specialists in structural packaging and graphic design play an important role in product dif-
ferentiation. Packaging appearance’s impact on retail relies on its unique brand design (with 
its implicit definition of quality and quantity): “Whereas graphic once took the lead role in 
distinguishing one product from another, structural packaging now plays a major role in brand 
differentiation. Sometimes this is achieved with shape--the classic coke bottle being the obvious 
example--but at other times it’s achieved with color, finish or materials. (Calver 2007:7)” 

To be clear, structural design relates to the shape and therefore the construction aspects of pack-
aging, and surface graphics relates to the graphic elements of packaging. In What is packaging 
design? (2007), Calver provides a definition of these two aspects of packaging:

Structural Packaging: This is a term used to describe packaging’s three-dimensional formats in 
all its different guises: cartoons, bottles, jars, tubs, tubes, blister and skin packs, and so on. One 
of the reasons the term evolved is that structural design is usually created by specialist designers 
schooled in different skills to graphic designers. (Calver 2007:253)

Surface Graphics: A somewhat bald way of describing graphic elements such as typography, im-
agery and color, that are applied to structural packaging. (Calver 2007:253)
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Motive & aim
Product differentiation through the creation of a product iden-
tity is nowadays a crucial aspect of packaging and fashion. What 
characterizes a product’s identity is its visual, tactile elements 
and origin. Hence designers have to consider materials, shapes 
and graphics in the creation process.

“ ”

This paper uses Calver’s definition’s above. It is worth highlighting that structural packaging 
refers to essentially any type of product packaging. However, this project will only deal with 
packaging which can be deconstructed and studied for adaptation to the body



Figure 5. 
Raf Simons 2014

In his 2014 Spring/Summer collection 
(figure 5), Raf Simons illustrates how designers 
can create their own interpretation of packag-
ing surface graphics in fashion by creating au-
thentic prints with 
packaging refer-
ences in the place-
ment of the prints 

on the garment. The idea of packaging as garments is reinforced by 
applied elements related to the design communication of packag-
ing, for example using the bar code as print. For this degree work, 
even though structural packaging design is the main focus, surface 
graphics are also a part of the development of garments. Raf Si-
mons’ concept is seen as a reference in approaching surface graphics 
in prints with authentic designs and applied elements from design 
communication in packaging.

Figure 4. 
Jean Charles de Castelbajac 1984

Figure 1.1. 
Jeremy Scott 
fall 2011 ready-
to-wear

Figure 2.1. 
Moschino fall 2014 
ready-to-wear

Figure 3. 
Moschino fall 2014 ready-to-wear

Figure 1.2. 
Coke can

Figure 2.2. 
McDonald’s bag

For fall 2011 Jeremy Scott presented a ready-to-wear 
collection (figure 1) reinterpreting the graphics of the 
iconic Coca-cola can as a print for fashion. By doing 
so, Scott relates fashion to packaging using surface 
graphics as prints. 

More examples of this practice can be seen in his 
recent collection for Moschino with the reference of 
the McDonald’s logo and candy wrappers (figures 
2-3). By borrowing surface graphics from packaging 
and applying them in dress the respective product 
branding identity is associated with the wearer’s. Can 
a translation of structural packaging design in dress 
cause the same impact in the wearers identity? By 
investigating the potential of structural packaging 
design in menswear, this project asks not only if such 
a translation of structural packaging design impacts 
the wearer’s identity, but how?

In 1984, designer Jean Charles de Castelbajac also 
linked packaging design with fashion through the 
use of surface graphics as prints. Catelbajac kept the 
silhouette of the packages in the silhouette of the 
dresses; however, he did not apply their structural 
properties in the construction of the garments.
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As shown above, designers have used surface graphics from packaging and applied them in 
fashion design as prints, but fashion designers have not used structural packaging as a method 
for constructing garments. By adopting structural packaging methods in garment construction, 
one could argue that fashion is packaging for the body. Garments produced using the construc-
tion method and graphical design principles of packaging blur the contextual boundary that 
otherwise separate fashion design from packaging design. The key aspect of this boundary is 
the distinction between body and product: garments are conceived for the body and packaging 
for products. It is pertinent to ask if this cognitive separation between body and product stems 
from moral symbolism which would explain why fashion designers have not explored packaging 
design structures for fashion. 

The product is inanimate, the body is alive; the product is a disposable commodity to be bought 
and sold, the body is inherently indispensable and unpriceable. This metaphysical distinction re-
fers to body and product and, arguably, by extension to garment and package respectively. Merg-
ing the two distinctively different yet distinctively similar fields of fashion design and packaging 
design, in producing garments using packaging design methods, prompts us to consider how 
body, product, garment, and fashion are connected. 

Figure 6. 
Issey Miyake 132.5 collection method

Figure 7. 
Issey Miyake 132.5 collection dresses

Concerning packaging construction in garments, Issey Miyake’s 132.5 collection uses a gar-
ment construction that changes from two-dimensional to three-dimensional by the use of folds. 
While packaging construction can be based on this technique, Miyake’s collection has a closer 
relationship with origami. Although the garments are packed by being folded flat, there is no 
visible reference to actual packaging design. Moreover, the dresses on the body look like con-
ventional dresses and not as if they are constructed using a structural packaging method. The 
connection between fashion and packaging design in the collection is insubstantial at best.
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To explore structural packaging design in menswear is to apply structural packaging design 
methods as pattern construction for garments. This creates new expressions and adds to the 
existing pattern construction methods that have been “remarkably resilient through the dec-
ades” as Aldrich points out. The idea is to reinvent the already existing archetypical garments in 
menswear, for example a men’s button-up shirt, as if they were product packages but conceived 
for the body. The idea of garments as packaging is not new:

...with garments like jeans and Palestinian shawls one could communicate one’s political ideals 
and create one’s own personal identity. The logical consequence of the fact that fashion could 
now originate in the street was that it ceased being a product made by a designer for a consumer. 
A dialog reciprocity began to develop between designer and wearer... (Teunissen 2009:11)

Clothes can be though of as a form of secondary packaging, designed to augment the proper-
ties of the primary packaging material, the skin. In this, clothes offer protection. They also offer 
alternative colour options to those provided by skin. Indeed, this concept has been adopted by 
industry in the creation of a wide range of specially designed safety clothing, created from mate-
rials with specific properties, formed in particular ways to meet required performance specifica-
tions under a variety of exposure conditions. (Guthrie 2003:42)

The perspective on fashion design through 
packaging sheds new light on the discussion of 
roles between designer, product and consumer.“ ”
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Guthrie refers to garments as packaging for the body from a material perspective, for this pro-
ject the materials were chosen as a tool to convey a concept despite their protection qualities 
as a second skin. Conceptually, the aim is for the audience to make an immediate connection 
between garments and packaging. This connection allows us to perceive body as product. By 
considering body as product and garments as packaging one gains new perspectives on the role 
of identity in fashion design. If packaging has its own product identity it adds to the perception 
of the identity of the wearer and vice versa. Is the wearer a product of a garment as packaging 
or a garment product of the wearer? How does this relate to design, in this case the fashion 
designer or brand? Is the designer’s identity affected by the garment/package he has created?

One example of how the wearer becomes the product of as well as the product for the fashion 
designer is the impact of street fashion subculture’s influence on designers’ fashion development:

The classic garments worn by men have remained remarkably resilient through the decades. 
Fashion may appear to simply revolve around classic shapes but it is renewed by the differences 
in style, cut, colour and the combination of garments and accessories. (Aldrich 2011:6)

This degree work aims to explore the potential of 
structural packaging design in menswear.“ ”



The design method carried out in this project originates in the reconstruction of a standard 
Swedish milk carton into a garment. The idea was to investigate this iconic Tetra Pak package’s 
structural design and reconstruct it in textile to fit a human body. This choice of package was 
made using pop art as reference. One of pop art’s concerns reflects upon how iconic products 
in the market impact consumers through branding and how consumers are perceived through 
branding identity. Andy Warhol makes an installation of Brillo boxes, a product that like milk 
takes place of our “every day lives,” to call attention to this subject. 

According to John Chris Jones (1980) “[o]ne of the simplest and most common observations 
about designing, and one upon which many writers agree, is that it includes the three essential 
stages of analysis, synthesis and evaluation. These can be described in simple words as ‘breaking 
the problem into piece’, ‘putting the pieces together in a new way’ and ‘testing to discover the 
consequences of putting the new arrangement into practice’” ( Jones 1980:63). 

By analysing the structural design of the milk carton the aim is to understand its construction 
and devise solutions for problems encountered in reconstructing it as a garment. According to 
the description of design practice as “works [that] are put on trial and evaluated as prototypical 
instances of a larger programmatic approach” (Brandt and Binder 2007:3), this process eventu-
ally engenders new alternatives for further project development.

Figure 8. 
Milk box structural design
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Method & development



Figure 9.
Flatmilk box reconstruction in fabric

Figure 10.
Collapsed milk box reconstruction 3 dimensional on body

Comparing the reconstruction to its original reference milk box, this one collapses instead of 
holding its shape. The perception of packaging is morphed into a garment and is perceived as 
such because it collapses; by collapsing it creates different shapes that deviates the perception of 
packaging on a body. Although the packaging reconstruction on the body collapsed, a transla-
tion of a product structural packaging design to a garment pattern construction was successful 
as such. This reconstruction project validated the project method according to the stated aim. 

With the reference point being that the three-dimensional packaging construction shape col-
lapses when represented in a soft, flowing material, a sequence of further experiments were done 
using the same material--paper--as the packaging templates that served as source for pattern 
construction (following pictures). From this practice, one could judge the structural potential of 
packaging design applied in pattern construction for garments.

The structural design of the chosen package is composed of geometric shapes with fixed fold-
ing lines that allow the package to gain and keep its three-dimensional shape using only a few 
connecting points; the opening is also constructed using such folding lines (figure 8). In order 
to create the same pattern to fit the body, the dimensions of the template structure were scaled 
up ten times and then the length was cut in half. 

The finalized construction pattern was cut into a cotton textile; in fashion, this common, inex-
pensive fabric is used to create toiles, just as paper is commonly used for packaging templates. 
Since textile draping properties do not hold shape by folding, flat-sewn French seams substi-
tuted for the fixed folding lines in the original structural pattern. These seams were done to offer 
the textile some body and to serve as visual “guide lines” to resemble the package folds, but they 
failed the functional test of producing a three-dimensional structure. The fabric maintained its 
flowing drape and “collapsed” on the body (figures 9 and 10).
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Experiment 1.
Paper bag with designed folds

By choosing to have the garments white there are no other visual distractions that could have 
misled these experiments. The focus in the experiments was on shape and perception of packag-
ing as garment. To explore the potential of structural packaging design in menswear fourteen 
experiments were made in order to have a selection of shapes for a more dynamic lineup. The 
paper material holds the shape instead of collapsing. Stiffness is a crucial factor to make the 
perception of packaging as a garment.

The interrupted lines as part of surface graphics incorporated in prints without stitched seams in 
the final collection were made possible through the use of an ultrasonic welding machine. This 
machine creates seams with no stitches that mimic folds, keeping the packaging’s original shape. 
The tape visible in this experiment was used to join the garment together in one piece since it 
is stronger than glue that could possibly tear the paper when it was placed on the body. Even 
though it is a strong visual element it was not necessary since the welding machine produces 
the same result. 

15

Experiments

Experiment 1

The origin of experiment 1 is a paper bag designed with side folds that fit the shoulders and arms 
fairly well, which makes it quite easy to know how it should fit the on body. It can be perceived 
as packaging and as a garment as it was intended, therefore it is a successful experiment. 

The handle holes reinforce the packaging concept and fit nicely on the neck as a neckline. 
The only necessary changes from the initial construction net is the open cuts on the side to fit 
the arms, and the bottom to fit the body. By keeping the interrupted lines used as guidelines for 
folds in construction nets, the perception of packaging is reinforced, as much as the fact that 
there are no visible seams with stitches.



Experiment 2. 
Pie package

Experiment 3. 
Happy meal box
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Experiments 2 & 3
Experiments 2 and 3 fall into the same category of packaging. Both are food containers used in 
the fast food industry. These experiments are strong from a pop art perspective. They could make 
a statement from a consumer perspective in society in relation to the concept of perceiving body 
as product. For these reasons I decided to not include them in the selection of experiments to 
be developed. The aim for this project, unlike Jeremy Scott has done before, is not to make a 
clear relation of a certain package of a particular well-known branded product with garments 
and consequently the wearer. 
This project aims for a more generic perception of packaging: a shirt is a shirt, not a shirt from a 
certain brand; a jacket is a jacket, etc. The goal is to create the impression of packaging with no 
reference to brand origin. However, experiment 2 presents a nice shape but overall could be seen 
as a minimal jacket and the packaging reference would be lost. Experiment 3 also has a good 
shape and is conceptually strong, but fits oddly on the body since the arms cannot be nicely fit-
ted to the exterior of the package. This project aims to have a good translation from a conceptual 
idea to a more commercial interpretation.

Experiments 4, 5 & 6
Experiments 4, 5 and 6 illustrate the 
potential of using packaging construc-
tion nets as pattern construction for 
garments. One single packaging net 
construction can be translated into 
different garments. In experiment 4 
the package was forced to adopt its 
construction purpose for the respec-
tive product, not allowing the body to 
move. 

In experiment 5 the package was fold-
ed not according to its respective orig-
inal product but having the body in 
consideration. To enable body move-
ment the packaging construction net 
was placed on the body according its 
structure. 

Experiment 6, even though it has a good shape, this packaging net construction needs addi-
tional shapes in order to be sustained by the body unlike experiment 5 in which no alterations 
to the packaging net were made. The packaging net in experiment 6 is taped to the wearers shirt 
and can only sustain itself on the body that way.

Experiment 4. 
Chocolate box
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Experiment 5. 
Open chocolate box

Experiments 7 & 8
The cellphone display package in experi-
ments 7 and 8 have quite generic squared 
shape that could serve to contain almost 
anything, not just a cell phone. Besides 
its generic appeal its construction con-
sists on a lid that can be folded over the 
head as experiment 7 reveals.

This construction is unusual in conven-
tional garments but could be easily im-
plemented. Using packaging design con-
struction nets offers potential not only in 
the construction of garments but also in 
changing the ways we dress. 

Experiment 8 has an appealing asym-
metry and presents different shapes from 
different angles but it requires one arm 
to stand up and hold the garment that is 

not comfortable to wear for long periods 
of time.
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Searching for a generic perception of packaging, 
the experiments are either excluded or selected for 
further development on this criteria. The selected 
packaging should offer potential in the translation 
of packaging as archetypical menswear garments.

“ ”

Experiment 6. 
Open chocolate box v. 2



Experiment 7. 
Cell phone display package

Experiment 8.
Flipped cell phone display package
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Experiment 9. 
Treasure Box

Experiment 10. 
Tomato box

Experiment 11. 
Fancy chocolate box

2o

Experiment 9

Treasure box has a nice concept 
of a jacket that has hidden com-
partments in which the arms are 
fitted. Jackets are usually person-
al and have hidden pockets that 
can be thought of as treasure 
holders. Although the size of it 
could be enlarged to fit the body 
properly, it was excluded because 
it doesn’t fit the collection lineup 
and could be used in a different 
collection concept in which gar-
ments can be seen as personal 
beholders of personal values. 

Experiment 10

This study was developed by 
folding a tomato box inward with 
different folds that resemble a t-
shirt. This is an obvious relation 
since the package itself--when 
applied on the body--somehow 
can be easily translated as such.

Experiment 11

This experimemt holds a lot of 
adorns. These are commonly 
seen in chocolate box structural 
design in order to tempt con-
sumers to purchase the respec-
tive product over its competitors. 

The structural design presents 
possible folds that could be de-
veloped and applied to garments 
but the package construction 
itself does not allow the body 
to sit in a comfortable position. 
Also, it is hard to perceive it as 
any archetypical garment. Is it a 
shirt, t-shirt or jacket? Because it 
is a complex package it loses the 
simplicity sought throughout the 
experimental phase.



Experiment 12. 
Envelope

Experiment 13. 
Paper bag skirt and dress
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Experiments 12 & 13

The envelope and paper bag 
studies are quite humorous on 
the male body. These approach-
es would be better suited for a 
women’s wear collection. In or-
der to sell the concept this type 
of  of humor was avoided for 
further develpoment.



After these experiments 1-13 were put in practice, more conclusions were drawn from the result 
in order to achieve the desired expression of garments being perceived as packaging for the body. 
These experiments inferred the potential of construction nets applied onto the body. The result-
ing variety of silhouettes presented options for further development as packaging garments. 
Considering the structural aim of this project, it is essential to maintain a balance between, on 
the one hand, design which could be perceived as a package, and, on the other hand, design 
which invokes an archetypical menswear garment. 

Experiment 14

Experiment 14 is 
a development of 
experiment 7. This 
is the first experi-
ment in which a 
decided final ma-
terial was used 
with the proper 
machinery for the 
construction. 

The images ex-
periment 14.1 and 
14.2 show how the 
garment folds flat, and the following se-
ries 14.3 and 14.4 shows how it opens like a 
package. These illustrate a translation from 
packaging net to pattern construction. This 
experiment is developed with print and 
without sleeves as lineup outfit number 5.

The paper properties that keep folds in shape are a key factor 
enabling distinctive silhouettes from the common shapes we 
find in menswear.“ ”
Experiments 1, 5, 7, and 10 present strong packaging features with potential for development into 
recognizable menswear garments. Experiment 1 as a paper bag coat; experiment 5 has an in-
triguing shape that can be further developed into a button-up shirt top with packaging sleeves, 
experiment 7 has a compelling box lid construction that can be introduced in pattern construc-
tion for garments (represented in rxperiment 14), and experiment 10 is a fairly common package 
that can be further developed into a t-shirt.

Experiment 14.1. 
Top - front

Experiment 14.2.
Top - back

Experiment 14.3.  
Top - closed lid

Experiment 14.4.  
Top - open lid
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Experiment 14. 
Bottom - front and back
These images portray how the garments can fold and unfold. This construction mimics packaging nets - flat 
structures that can be folded to contain a product.

Experiment 14.
Development of experiment 7 into garments.
The garments are folded to contain a body.
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Materials 2. 
Bottom colorless materials were the selected materials for the development of 
garments. Excluded materials are woven and non woven materials with synthetic fibers and sponge. These were 
excluded because they didn’t offer good melting, resistent and comfort properties. Only 3 materials were selected 
to offer consistency on the development of structures. as part of the same brand. they offer good quality in all 
aspects mentioned above.

The ultra-sonic machine is a welding machine that creates seams 
by binding heat-sensitive materials. This machine offers a solu-
tion for garment production packaging since the welded seams 
resemble packaging assemblage and folds.“ ”
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Materials
Materials were selected considering their shape-holding properties (materials 1), comfort, resist-
ance, melting properties and print fixation features for further printing. 

The selected materials (materials 2) are a cotton woven textile coated with glue to enhance shape-
holding properties; 2 consistencies of a synthectic felt material (450g/m2 and 500g/m2) that are 
were originally produced to serve as a filter for air pollution emission from industrial factories; 
and finally a coated polyester woven material chosen to create a balance in lightness comparing 
to the dense felt. Both the felt and polyester have good melting and comfort properties and can 
be printed with reactive dye solutions, although the felt has better resistance qualities. 

Materials 1. 
Woven cotton fabric, paper, needle punch felt



Development of construction patterns

For the development of the construction patterns based on construction nets techniques the 
instructions given by the professional paper folder and paper artist Paul Jackson in the book 
Structural Packaging Design your own boxes and 3-D forms (2012) were applied. This book teaches 
how to create packaging nets in a effective way from geometric forms such as dimensional 
polygons (triangle, pentagon, etc.) and three dimensional polyhedra (cube, pyramid, etc.), with a 
few sketching methods such as deforming a cube or shaving an edge. The trousers construction 
patterns were basically developed from these sketching methods.

Sketch 1. 
Structural package design taken 

from Paul Jakson’s book 

Sketch 2.
 Cuboid trousers design

Sketch 3.
 45 ° Cuboid trousers design
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Both silhouettes originate from a cuboid polyhedra that was shaved according the hip and leg 
structure of the body (sketch 2) and then rotated vertically 45 degrees (sketch 3).



Although prints would relate to surface graphics in packaging design as a practice from commu-
nication design field, this work presents prints that are thought to reinforce the sharp structural 
appearance of the garments. According to Teoria do Design (2005) book written by Large and 
Dias, communication design among other potentialities, promotes the reception of message, not 
only of an informative nature but also of emotional levels, such as advertisement. 

Figure 15. 
Chewing gum packaging

Figure 16. 
Apple Iphone graphics

The graphics printed on the garments have an 
encrypted symbolic message in which signs are 
perceived as complementary shapes to the 
garments’ structural elements.

“ ”
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Prints/surface graphics

These graphics were created with the computer program Adobe Illustrator. Adobe Illustrator 
creates vectorial graphics that are then personalized with colour gradient details assisted by 
Adobe Photoshop.  The gradient background creates depth in contrast to the top layered full 
vectorial shapes, making these pop out to the eye. Vectorial graphics can be seen in the majority 
of surface graphics found in the super-market, such as cereal boxes and chewing gum packages. 
Another contemporary example of the use of vectorial graphics is in the new operating system 
for the popular Iphone cell phone from Apple.



Figure 17. 
T-shirt print with folding lines

Figure 18. 
Spary paint on felt
Good color scale. Weak in Sharpness. Color Fades.

Figure 19. 
Spray paint on polyester weave.
Good color sclare. Weak in Sharpness. Color peals off.

Another graphic element that rein-
forces the idea of packaging is the 
interrupted dashed stroke that is 
used in packaging construction to 
communicate a folding line. These 
are printed on seams to be perceived 
as folding lines, mirroring packaging 
templates (figure17).

Spray paint is a quick method to 
experiment with color grading on 
fabric.

The selection of colors was inspired by existing packaging (figures 15 and 16). 
The color grading is meant to create depth in the garment. The aim is to make the garments 
more attractive and add character to the designs. The judgement of good color was based on the 
balance and contrasts of the selected colors in its intensity, hue, saturation and values of bright-
ness. While the variety of contrasting colors, for example red and green, blue and red, light and 
dark, allow us to make a product distinction, the balance of hue and saturation allow us to per-
ceive the products as part of the same brand. 
The spectrum of the selected colors convey a certain expression that would change if for example 
a color with the chromatic values of a neon color would be added. This expression seems to be 
appropriate for a playful, youthful, soft but intense casual menswear collection.
These samples (figures 18 and 19) show the selection of colors used in the prints created for the 
garments:
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Besides spray painting many color experiments were done with silk screen printing. The aim was 
to analyse the results of mixing two overlapping primary colors (figures 20-24).

These experiments were made as a manual way of printing on packaging but were not developed 
further due to its time consuming application. Instead transfer printing offered the best results. 
It offers a quick application process and sharp result in colours.(figure 25).



Figure 25. 
Transfer print color tests on felt. 
Change of color settings on photoshop 
and printer to achieve the right sharp-
ness and expression in color. 

The Pink is too faded and the orange 
too. The red and blue colors present 
good expression and sharpness.
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Figure 23. 
Silk screen printing on plastic. Combination of yellow 
and pink to achieve orange. Good Expression. Time 
Consuming.

Figure 24. 
Silk screen printing on plastic. Combina-
tion of yellow and blue to achieve orange. 
Good Expression. Time Consuming.

As in packaging design, prints are an important element to at-
tract the attention of costumers, the selected printing technique 
offers the best results in color and sharpness. ”“

Even though the silk screen printing has a good expression it is not a reliable technique in 
sharpness and is too time consuming. Due to the time limit in order to have a complete col-
lection the silk screen printing technique was not developed further. The transfer printing 
technique is closer to the printing techniques of packaging seen on the market and relates to 
mass production in contrast with the silk screen printing which is not reliable in its produc-
tion to make several equal results in expression and sharpness.

Figure 20. 
Silk scree prints on felt. Combination of 
yellow and red to achieve Orange and 
Red and Blue to achieve purple. Good 
Expression. Time consuming Technique.

Figure 21. 
Silk screen prints on felt. Combination 
of yellow and blue to achieve green. 
Overlay of red on blue yellow and red 
with rastarize print. Good Expression. 
Time Consuming.

Figure 22. 
Silk Screen prints on plastic Combination 
of red with yellow and blue in plastic to 
see how the achieved color from the mix 
of two others is revealed on a transparent 
material. Good expression. Time consuming.



Development of prints

Print 1. 
T-Shirt in pink
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Each print was made in one single file that can be printed in one gradient. The reason for this is 
because all the strokes must be aligned with the corresponding pattern pieces to which they are 
welded. The gradient print must also be placed according to the pattern pieces so they are not 
misplaced when welded. Like a packaging construction net, all the pattern pieces are all linked 
together in one net. These serve as guidelines for how the pattern pieces connect when welded. 
Once again, one construction method from packaging is translated into garment pattern con-
struction. 

The use of prints is important in the application of this principle. The print motives create a 
distinctive identity in each print to enable product differentiation. The prints should suit the 
expression of the structural packaging design so the size of the print was selected according to 
the size of the garment structure. Prints 1 and 2, even though are applied in the same structure, 
were thought to have contrasting color expressions but still keep the same “brand signature;” 
print 3 is meant to express energy and power akin to an energy drink’s surface graphics; print 4 
is supposed to translate mystique--a conspicuous or mysterious vibe; print 5 could be labled as 
transparent simplicity and all the pants prints (6-11) are supposed to create harmony and com-
plement the top garment’s print.

Print 2. 
T-Shirt in green



Print 4. 
Lid top

3o

Print 3. 
On top

Prints do not only serve the purpose of visual ex-
pression. Like construction nets in packaging; these 
serve as guides for the construction of  complete gar-
ments. “ ”
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Print 8. 
Outfit 1 pants print

Print 9. 
Outfit 4 pants print

Print 5. 
Transparent stroke

Print 6. 
Outfit 6 pants print

Print 7. 
Outfit 3 pants print
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Although all pants are constructed from only two 
designs, prints offer a product differentiation quality 
to them. Colors play an important role in creating this 
distinction and these were selected to complement and 
create balance between the top and bottom garments. 

“ ”

Print 10. 
Outfit 5 pants print

Print 11. 
Outfit 2 pants print

Knitted pieces were produced with different quality yarns to achieve the fullest result in color. 
Polyamid with elastane and viscose offered the best result compared to cotton and polyester. 
The pattern is meant to mimic a straw used in packaged juices (figure 26).

Figure 26. 
Knitted pieces



Sketches in this project were only used to illustrate a general idea of each design and to gain 
perspective on the balance in placement of shapes as they were being created. From the sketches 
one can develop an idea of which color or which proportions the garments should be. For ex-
ample,  the third outfit was created before the second one; in this case I had an idea of which 
contrasting material and colors should be used in relation to these outfits. The fourth outfit 
should reveal the straw pattern underneath and the sixth outfit should pop out from the fifth. 
The first outfit should express the aim in its construction to state the idea followed by the pro-
ceeding silhouettes. 

Figure 27. 
Sketches of collection lineup

Sketches
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As a result of the application of packaging design methods in fashion design, in which shape, 
color and material were taken into consideration, by perceiving body as product, a menswear 
collection of six outfits was created.

Figure 34. 
Full collection
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Result

Starting with a buttonup shirt, a menswear garment archetype, with printed folding lines from 
packaging construction that combined with conventional fashion seams reveal both construc-
tion methods from packaging and fashion. The buttonup shirt textile has a paper-like touch to 
relate to the sketching material in packaging. The second outfit was constructed to be a pack-
aging version of a t-shirt in a soft material followed by a stiffer version in the third outfit. The 
t-shirt version source is a tomato package constructed to fit the body.

The fourth outfit has a paper bag coat construction and explores the use of an existing packaging 
net scaled and applied on the body. Outfit five explores the use of construction net assembled 
according to the body proportions and structure without being assembled as if it was meant for 
a product. The final outfit is meant to be package version of the first garment and is constructed 
with structural packaging design methods.



Design process

+

+ =

=

Package
construction

Garment
construction

Package
garment

Cuboid pants 45º Twist 45º  cuboid pants

45º

Outfit 1

To motivate the design process through the final lineup I have illustrated it with a type of mathemat-
ical formula. Through this process, this project studies the relationship between packaging, garment, 
and body in the outfits. Construction-wise, the entire lineup consists of garments which were de-
signed using principles of packaging design.
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Cotton woven shirt, coated with wood 
winter glue and black taped interrupted 
strokes.

Polyester woven textile coated on one 
surface and transfer printed.

Outfit 1
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Folded package T-Shirt packageUnfolded package Body

+ =

+ =

Cuboid
packaging design 

sketching technique

Cuboid PantsBody

Outfit 2
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Polyester woven textile coated on one 
surface and transfer printed.

Polyester woven textile coated on 
one surface and transfer printed.

Outfit 2
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+ =

Cuboid
packaging design 

sketching technique

Cuboid PantsBody

Outfit 3

Folded package T-Shirt packageUnfolded package Body

+ =
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450g/m2 needle punched polyester 
felt transfer printed.

Polyester woven textile coated on one 
surface and transfer printed.

Outfit 3



Straw Body

Body Paper bag jacketPaper bag

+

+

=

=

Straw Shirt

+ =

Cuboid pants 45º Twist

45º

Outfit 4
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45º  cuboid pants



Plastic film coat with black taped 
interrupted strokes.

Two-color jersey striped sweater with 
one extra yarn on the back side. White 
polyester, bright red polyamide,  white 
Viscose/elastin.

450g/m2 needle punched polyester 
felt transfer printed.

Outfit 4
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+

+
Lid box Shirt

=

Lid Shirt

The sleeves were taken off in order to be coherent 
with the lineup. The shirt colar element was kept to 
relate to outfit 1 and the the sleeves are out so that 
the t-shirt underneath can relate to outfit 2 and 3.

+ =

Cuboid pants 45º Twist

45º

*

T-Shirt

Outfit 5

*
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45º  cuboid pants



450g/m2 needle punched polyester felt 
transfer printed.

500g/m2 needle punched polyester felt 
transfer printed.

Red cotton jersey T-shirt.

Outfit 5
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 Package 
construction net

 Garment
pattern net

GarmentBody

+ = =

Straw

+ =

+ =

Cuboid
packaging design 

sketching technique

Cuboid PantsBody

Body Straw Shirt
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front top
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front tongue
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Outfit 6
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500g/m2 needle punched polyester felt 
transfer printed.

Two-color jersey striped sweater with one 
extra yarn on the back side. White poly-
ester, bright red polyamide,  white Viscose/
elastin.

450g/m2 needle punched polyester felt 
transfer printed.

Outfit 6
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BIG GAP
Discussion
How is fashion packaging for the body?

This project relies on the fundamental idea of fashion as packaging for the body. Authors such 
as Guthrie (2003) have presented this concept before from the perspective that the skin can be 
considered as a primary package for the body. Clothes as secondary packaging can be designed 
to offer protection to this primary packaging and visually alter the perception of the body, for 
example through color and shape. 

Body+Packaging reinforces this concept by comparing and investigating both fashion and pack-
aging design methodologies and then merging them together. Moving from theory to practice, 
this turned out to be a successful merger which thus validates the original project statement: By 
using packaging design methods and applying them in the creation of this collection one may 
conclude that fashion can indeed be seen as packaging for the body.

The introduction set out to investigate the motivation driving the design methodologies in 
packaging and fashion respectively. We can conclude that both share the same concern: to create 
product identity and, consequently, to achieve coherence between the products and the greater 
brand identity, which is a competitive necessity in the overcrowded marketplace.

Since both design methodologies are distinctively similar in terms of priority and purpose, the 
fundamental contextual difference is that packaging is conceived for a product and garments 
conceived for a body. Fashion is packaging for the body: on the visual level, the project statement 
manifests in the collection. Not only is fashion packaging for the body--packaging is fashion.

Exploring the potential of packaging design structures in menswear

Focusing on structural packaging design, every garment traces its origin to construction meth-
ods from the packaging design field. The successful merger of fashion- and packaging design 
presents a wealth of new possibilities for fashion design expressions and dress. 

In addition to presenting new ways of elaborating construction patterns in fashion to create 
novel expressions in garment design, this collection also challenges existing conventions for  
how garments dress the body. For example, outfit 6 is dressed from the back. The second step is 
to fit the head and shoulders, and the final step is dressing the sleeves. The distinctive ways to 
dress the body also reinforce the notion of packaging.

What are the design success criteria in this project?

The first three outfits seem to be the most successful in this collection based on collected feed-
back. The reason for this is probably to be found in their familiar form and generic appeal. This 
became a design success criteria taken into consideration in the selection of experiments to be 
developed as final products. This generic appeal reveals how archetypical garments from mens-
wear can be translated by applying packaging design structural methods in fashion design to 
express the concept of this project. The generic form offers a canvas for designers to add visual 
interest to create iconic products that can be used by several other designers. Visual and graphic 
elements lend identity to the generic form--brand identity. 
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By applying designer brand identity generic forms become differentiated from brand to brand, 
from designer to designer. According to Monika Hestad in Branding and Product Design: An 
integrated perspective (2003:4), in brand-building, the product becomes a very important touch-
point that communicate what the brand is about, because it is the key physical representation 
of the brand, making intangible concepts real for the consumer. The product can therefore be 
understood as the substance in the brand story and this one offers value to the product. Thus, 
in order to fulfil the conceptual approach to create fashion as packaging for the body, successful 
designs are also be judged on their ability to communicate a brand identity, or, in this case, my 
identity as a designer. If we consider these garments as cereal boxes in the grocery store aisle, the 
concept of brand identity becomes more concrete in relation to the project. Successful designs 
are thus those where structure and graphics work together to create a distinctive product iden-
tity and commercial appeal.

Definition of brand identity

Brand identity in this project is constructed not only through structural properties but also 
through the creation and application of authentic print designs and use of material. Outfits 2 
and 3 present the same structural designs but with different prints and materials that allow us 
to make a product differentiation within the same brand identity. The prints allow brand iden-
tity to be perceived because they draw on the same graphic characteristics in their expression. 
Because shape and color in print are based on the same principles of the design process a brand 
identity signature is created. Brand theorist Michael Beverland has investigated what makes 
brands iconic. He found that consumers respond to product-oriented brands “because they 
make substantive commitments to quality instead of trying to sell poorly performing products 
with advertising campaigns” (Beverland 2009: 109). Therefore this branding identity signature 
was not only applied in outfit one and two but throughout the collection lineup to make it a 
coherent reliable statement for an audience of “visual consumers”.

Does brand identity impact the wearer’s identity?

Hestad writes: “Products that are seen as ‘fashionable’ often have characteristics that consumers 
would like to be identified with. In these, the brand story will have a self- expressive benefit for 
people (Aaker 1996). This means that consumers use the products from these brands to express 
their own identities” (Hestad 2013:19). Since the outfits were created using packaging design 
principles and methods, they challenge the contextual distinction both between garment and 
packaging, and between body and product. In the same manner that a product identity in pack-
aging is perceived through branding, the wearer of this collection’s garments is also perceived 
through branding. Therefore, the body can be perceived as product of the respective garments it 
is dressed in, just as products are perceived as such by their relationship to packaging.

Gilles Lipovetsky (1994) reinforces this perspective: “Defining the body through clothes moves 
it away from its biological qualities and emphasizes instead the aesthetic and abstract” (Lipo-
vetsky 1994: 79). Individual identity is not a natural given but something that is constructed 
and appearance plays an important role in this process: “the psychologizing of appearance is 
accompanied by the narcissistic pleasure of transforming oneself in one’s own eyes and those of 
others, of ‘changing one’s skin’, feeling like--and becoming--someone else, by changing the way 
one dresses” (Finkelstein, 2007:213).
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Lipovetsky explains that in a social sphere, dressing does change the perception of one’s identity. 
When dressing an individual with the garments of this collection it was not possible to identify 
who this individual was anymore by the way he was dressed. This might be due to the novel ex-
pression through unusual structures in this collection which is original and prompts the observ-
er to question and investigate the garment--the packaging--before the wearer/product: “And, in 
the same way that a consumer’s use of products influences others’ perceptions, the same products 
can help to determine his or her own self-concept and social identity.”  (Solomon 2003:22)
 The collection allows the wearer to build his identity and alter it by combining other elements 
to the present one by any other means of communication; for example use of accessories or even 
his behaviour.

Reflection

By focusing only on structural design and leaving the brand identity aspects behind this collec-
tion might have been clearer in its aim for an academic audience. In that case, prints and color 
would have been avoided and shape would be the predominant aspect taken into consideration 
in the understanding of the concept. However, by keeping all the characteristics of packaging in 
this collection, all the aspects that motivates the design methodology in both the fashion and 
packaging fields are covered and from it we can gain a clearer perspective of the importance of 
product differentiation through brand identity in fashion design practice and the impacts it has 
on the wearer’s identity. This collection can then serve as a starting point for different collections 
that can focus specifically on prints/color or construction/shape from a product branding and 
identity perspective by perceiving fashion as packaging for the body.
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